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• Individualisation of risk

• Context

• Methods

• Exploring risk as collective

What is this talk about??



Rock Fishing



• Risk is conceptualised at the individual scale, with risk communication and governance 
targeting individual’s knowledge and behaviour change.

• Why is this a problem? 

• Individual’s risk perceptions and practices are not isolated from others who co-occupy 
space of risk (e.g., crossing the street).

• Human-human interactions that affect risk tend to be excluded, despite arguments of 
risk being complex within the literature.

• What does this study contribute?

• Calls for ‘interdisciplinarity’, ‘integration’, or ‘holism’ (Horlick-Jones and Sime, 2004, 
Petts et al., 2008), which this study contributes to by emphasising the relational 
interactions between people and their environment that produce risk.

• What does this mean?

I consider ‘risk’ to be relational and an emergent process between human-environment 
and human-human interactions in dynamic coastal space that constantly changes

What is the research problem?



How did I do this?



What methods were used?

Data collected using:
1) Participant observation (events)
2) GPS tracking
3) Sketch-map interviews
4) Semi-structured interviews
5) Video footage



Mapping risk as relational using qualitative GIS

Kamstra, P., Cook, B., Kennedy, D.M. & Brennan-Horley, C. (2019). Qualitative GIS to relate 
perceptions with behaviours among fishers on risky, rocky coasts. Professional 
Geographer.



Where? Drowning Blackspots (Little Bay, NSW)



‘Punchbowl’- San Remo, Victoria



Human-human interactions (risk as relational)Rock fishing practice is collective

• Intentional and unintentional (casting rhythms)

• Verbal and non-verbal (feeling each others presence)



Event 1 – Snagged Line (VIC)



Green points represent snagged fisher. Red points represent fisher walking past 
the edge mapped as safe (blue line) to retrieve the snagged line.

Event 1 – Snagged Line (VIC)



‘Fish-on’ (NSW)Event 2 – Collective risk prevention



Event 3 – Overtopping waves (VIC)



• Death at a field (not part of the online networks discussing risk)

• Fishers attempt to transfer knowledge of hazardous space but are unable to:
- lack common language

- fishers responding poorly to the proffered advice

• Lacking proper fishing etiquette (bag limits or leaving rubbish) can exclude 
fishers from the collective and collective risk prevention

What happens when the collective breaks down?



Key findings:

• Risk is experienced / responded to collectively (expand how risk is managed)

• Collective practices are NOT choreographed between close friends, but are more 
organic and collective responses between fishers who are often unfamiliar with 
one another
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